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Introduction

.

his paper contiuue.s the.
work on philophonetics

counselling previously,

published in thts journal which

outline and illustrate
philophonetics counselling and
its 'application with nurses'
experiences of burnout

(Sherwood & Tagar 2000a,
2000b).
Philophonetics is -a counselling
model that incorporates non'verbal strategies of therapeutic
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Nurses who have self-reported:
burnout rate their experiences prior
to and after the intervention to
'reveal.significant reductions in
their burnout experience on all
items. Philophonetics counselling
interventions address feelings of
victimisa'tion, disorientation, loss
of dectstcn making power, lack of
interpersonal boundaries and
dtsconnecrton from one's inne~
being and one's internal resources.

can be used to process the. deep

stamina at any point in time is
determined by the total
relanonshtp of one's conscious
and hidden experiences. The
external world can only know
the outcome of this
relationship-the deepest causes
are hidden beneath a cluster of
symptoms. The depth of the
psyche with. its underlying
structures for both stress and
trauma. Layers of biography

sensing, movement, gesture,

that

resulting from the ratio betweeri
given demand and given

starn.iria surface in times of

intervention. These include
visualisation and sounds

dimensions. The level of stress

burnout stress' thar emerg~d in

provide the deepest levels of

the counselling sessio.n~ arid the

resources, or lack of resources,

layers of stressful-experience

non-verbal tools used by

to meet the demands of stress

which often go unnoticed: These

philo phonetics to address them

(Tagar 1999, 256). Deepe;

layers accumulate and burden

are identified and expounded.

resources of stamina come from
an inner place where one can

the system of the individual.
When the burden becomes

Holistic Stress Model

draw on resources of love,

serious, burnout results.

U sing a holistic mod~l, stress

support, and ca.rirrg. Lndivtduals

can be defined as the ratio

who have i rmer- resources are

This paper reports on a'

between demand and stamina,

better able to process the

philophonetics counselling with

both of which' have external,

demands of the external

'a group of nurses self-repo rtirig

observable dimensions, and

environment.

burnout. Key internal causes for

internal', hardly observable

research trial using

Essentially, stress is
determined for any individual by

•
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demand's that -include external
factors such as work pressures,

including loss of senseof
. human value (Maslach & .

not being digested and

attributes of Rudolf Steiner's
(1981) psychological model.
Steiner claimed as early as 1909
that human memory is stored in
what he called the Ltje-Body.-e.n
exact equivalent of the Chinese
notion of the Chi, a system of
energy invisible -to the. physical
evebur accessible ~o the bodily
sensation. Superimposed onto
the Life BodyIs the fqundation
of the human psyche and the
dyn~mics of consciousness
which Steiner termed SentientBody, the layer of the overlap
between body and psyche
(Steiner 1999, 41). This is the
seat of deep instinctual patterns,
deep emotional patterns and
drives, the defence mechanism,
and the sentient mechanisms.
All human experiences leave a
trace in this layer of overlap
between body and soul.
Experiences and reactions to
experiertces from all ages are
stored here in vibrational
patterns. The -life body and 'the
sentient body are termed in
many modalities of vibrational
medicine as the Subcle-Bodres.
In philophonetics counselling
we are making' use of the direct
link between these deposits or
imprints of memory in the
subtle bodies, and sounds,
movements,,Visualisations and
sensations which can access
thes-e pattern-s to memory. In

processed-they are not being

other words, the reflective,

interpersonal conflicts, and

Jackson 1981). Burnout is seen

internal factors that are the deep

as a process that deteriorates

layers of biography deterrrrirrirrg

and compounds over time to

the individual's self-Image,

produce a deleterious situation

ability to p.rocess emotional

for the health of nurses and

pain, lev~l of self-fulftlment and

other health service workers.

sense .of personal power. The

Pines, Aronson and Kafry

individual's stamina or abtlttv to

(1981) describe burnout as.a

meet demands depends on the

chronic build up of stress from

degree of intensity -of the

emodonallv demanding

external factors in relation to the

s iruatioris . In the philophonetics

degree of wellbetng of internal

model of human experience

factors (Tagar 1999, 256-7).
Stress management that
regards only expressed
behaviour under stressful
conditions as real and treatable
is short terrn in 'its outcome. and
is likely to create a shift only in
the range of symptoms. The
outer behaviour is the tip of the
iceberg of stress: the causes lay
far deeper than that which is
observable. The deeper
treatment lies in the ability to
penetrate below the surface of
presenting symptoms irrto the
underlying layers of both
demand and stamina. These
layers are not verbal or
reflective. To come to the
bottom of stress causality and to
mobilise people's ability to
process stress, there is
need to
make use of the indigenous
languages of expertence-c-nonverbal modes of cornrnurricatton ,
namely sensing, gesture,
visualisation and 'sounds
(Sherwood & Tagar 2000a, 17).

a

Philophonetics Counselling
and Burnout
Burnout in the workplace has
been defined as low

Yehuda TagaT

awareness based on a bodv-mtnd
connection, Tagar defines stress
in terms -oi its' impact on the
human bodyStress is a state of the whole
human being (body, mirid and
spirit) in which the effect of the
content taken into it is not
marched by the ability of the
being to process this effect.
Process fails content. The system
gets flooded, clogged up, blocked'
and poisoned by its own content.
Constipation, toxicity, depletion
and degeneration follOw (Tagar

1999, 254).
This ~ystemic model of a
human being emphasises the
metabolic relationship between
experience and the human body.
In this system, toxicity, the
accumulation of deleterious
exper-iences in the energetic

system, results from experiences

turned into building materials

intellectual, ~erbal dimensions

for the emotional life of the

of intelligence, are expanded

organism. Neither are they being

witl:-i philophonetics counselltrig

secreted into the environment as

to include sensory-intelligence,

waste products. -

kinaesrhetic-irrtell.igence, 'visualintelligence and what could be
termed vi.bratio nal-irrtell.igence
based on sounds. Awareness
can penetrate Irrto the depth of
experience through these
communication channels. In

In order to understand the
way in which patterns o f

performance resulting from

experience are stored in the

emotional exhaustion, reduced

body and accessed with

personal-accomplishment and

philophonetics counselling it is

feelings of depersonalisation

important to mention the basic

The
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blocked, clogged up, and
deadened. This -becomes the

burnout symptoms.

experience is the definition of

profile of stress that leads to

ofstress, a philophonetics

consciousness.

emotional exhaustion,

counsellor will invite the client

depersonalisation and reduced

to consciously bring forward an

Steiner's p'sychology this act of
awareness penetrating

From their storage in the
subtle bodies, stress experiences
sink into the physical body as

personal accomplishment.

In the exploration of a pattern

example of a stress experience
from a specific moment in life.

Philophonetics Counselling
Intervention

The bodily sensation of that

emotional health.· Stress can

The philo phonetics- counselling

the moment the memory is

therefore be described as a state

sessions that form the basis' of

recalled to consciousness. The

this intervention with nurses

client will be invited to express

deposited toxins that block the
flow of human physical and

of bodv-mf nd toxicity. As
toxicity accumulates, the whole
system goes down and the level
of energy declines. The physical
body echoes this depletion by

. sufferfng from burnout move
between verbal/ co nvers atiorral

..
stress exj;>e,nences

,

impairing the processes of
breathing, warming, nourishing,

,":-

-

sink into the

bodily mai rrterrancearrd
reproduction. Mental capacities
diminish with a reduced ability
to digest and make use of
incoming Informacion.
Emotional stamina, patience and
the ability to absorb and prcceee
difficult emotional situations
aiso deteriorate.'
The processing of emotional

phy!;fcaLbody as

dep()si~edtoxins .

theft b~6cr the;!kOtt!

'o:fi'hu,fha/n physkal:
aY),de~otional

·hea1:ih.'

moment will become conscious

that sensation through a bodily
gesture, posture or movement.
Upon letting- go of the
kinaesthetic expression of the
experience, a spontaneous
visua.lisation will appear which
expresses a more vivid and
precise awareness of the stored
experience. Through gesture, the
embodiment of various aspects
of that new visualisation will
result in an -unconscious
modification of "the way the
cltent is breathing during the
activity. The practitioner will
draw the client's attention to

experiences depends on the

this -rnodtfted way- of breathing,

presence of the individual's

and, together they will firrd a

consciousness as defined earlier,

and nonverbal/expressive modes

sound combtnatton which

combined with the complexity of

of therapy. The verbal-phase

encapsulate this breath-gesture

the experience and the manner

commences the session during'

in a sound. The sound chosen

hi which it is impacting on the

which a common picture of the

will be from the group of

. client's problem is developed

life. Ideally, philophonetics

ordinary consonants and vowels ,.
. of one's native language. Once

counselling interventions aim to

arrd-the client's wish' to address

bring the individual's

a particular aspect of the

the appropriate sound which

consctousnessro bear on

problem articulated. This is

simulates the exper-ience In the

experiences which can only be

followed by the counselling

subtle body, is found, the client

completely accessed by using

contract whereby the counsellor

has a powerful tool with which

verbal tools along with the non-

agrees to support the' client to

to access, release, enhance and

verbal language of sensing,

achieve an identified goal. The

recycle every stored experience,

gesture, visualisation and sound.

non-verbal or expressive action

from every period and layer of

Consciousness of the deep

phase proceeds from this point.

life ,experience.

layers of one's experience can be

This phase employs a range of

likened to what a clear and easy

tools and sequences using the

Research Design

metabolic environment is to the

non-verbal languages of gesture,

The research methodology

physical body. Without this

sensing, vtsualtsarion and the

combines both qualitative

consciousness it is easy for the

verbalis irig of human sounds' to

interviews and the use of a

emotional and mental energetic

access the deep layers of

quantitative rating system to

bodies of a person to become

experience which underlie the

measure aspects of burnout pre-

.•
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and posc-plulophonertcs

your work; sense of personal

desired change within t~e

intervention, bv.whtch an

power; sense of personal esteem;

workplace.

overall pr-ofile of resultant

sense of personal

changes could be provided.

Tagar

Two of the second sessions

accomplishment; emotional

are not included in the analysis

availability to clients; emotional

because phtlophonertcs tools

were invited to participate in a

availability to colleagues, and

were not used. This 'was' at the

research project rrtaltng

emotional availability to self.

Nurses in a Regional Hospital

innovative counselling tools

The items on this rating scale

participants' request-these
participants preferred to 'talk'

designed to -mariage burnout. Of

were developed from Maslach

about their lives rather than 'do

the applicants who self

and Jackson's (1981) categories

identified as experiencing

and Celowtra'e work (1989).

any deep phtlophonencs work
on a specific-is sue,

burnout, five were selected.

Participants were asked to rate

They made a commitment to

their expertence for each item

two counselling sessions.

our of terr. It was indicated that

the design and management of
the research project nor in the
pre or poscirrterviews , 'The
sessions were audio taped so
.that presenting issues and tools
used could be analysed by the
pr~ject researcher

after the

event. Each courrselltng
intervention was approximately

desired change they h ad

'nurses were asked
to

idghtifY the

current p+~,senting
'p1;0b":l'em
.
..-_.f'·~'".
. 'contributing~t(r ....
thetr!eelings. .of;',;" .L'
D U' rnou'
. 't"
i

50' minutes and the pre and post

expressed in session 1, in the
workplace. This success was
achieved and maintained over
the two to three week period
between sessions 1 and ,2.
Pre and post scores on all
items increased for all
parti~ipants towards more

positive management ot"the
issue following the counselling
intervention. All rated
irrrprovemerrt in their experience

interviews totalled about 30
minutes.
The structure during each

All five participants reported
success at implementing the

The counsellor, a recent
graduate of philophonetics
counselling,. was not involved in

Findings

o~ burnout

svmprorna.' The
average increment rating

counselling session was the

a score of one represented
extremely burnt-out functioning

same for' each partfciparrt. Firstly

described as drowning, a score .of

nurses' self-reportirrg burnout

the nurses were asked to identify

five represented borderline

over a 'combined total of 8

the current presenting problem

discrete sessions was 3.6 on a
session ranged from 2.5

counselling intervention. They

burnout funcnontng or treading
water, while a score of ten was
represented maximum levels of
positive furicnornng or sailing
through. The same rating scale

were then asked to describe an

was used after the counselling

average increments per session

incident that illustrated the

intervention session and the

remained relatively comparable

differences between pre and post

as evidenced in Table 1.

contributing to their feelings of
burnout and to identify what
they wished to address in the

'problem and to sense the stress
they experienced in different

intervention were compared. ID-

parts of the body as they told of

addition" after the counselling

increase for this sample of five

scale of 10. Increased rating per
increments per session to 6.5
increments per session. The

The overall increase of positive
. change per item of burnout

the incident. Participants Were

session there was a short

rated by participants as a result

then asked to complete a rating

interview with the client on their

of phtlopb.onetics sessions is as

scale of the stress they

experience of the intervention.

follows: mental energy (4.2);

. experienced on 11 items. These

, Between the first and second

items were: level of physical

counselling 'sessions participants

energy; level of merrtal energy;

were asked to describe their

level of mottvacton, level of self":

success or otherwise at

fulfilment; sense of control over

implementing the expressed

The

emortonal availability to self
(4.2); serrse of personal
accomplishment (3.9); emotional
_availability to clients (3,8klevel
of self-fulfilment (3.8); sense of

Australian lou.rnal of .Holistic Nu,rsing

. .

Table 1: Ratfng improvement post counselling

respite from the stress of seeing
oneself as responsible for. any

Improvement in symptoms
post session

Angie

Session 1

Session 2

3.7
2.7
3.4
6.5
3.9

3.3
2.5
3.1
*(1:5)
*(1:5)

I

May
Sandie

Libby
Bee

part of one's condtttoris and
their improvement. The Io ngterm effect of victtrni sation is
further 'stress, because the
practical steps that could be
taken to improve 'the condtrton s
are being avoided. Vtcttrnisatton
acts as a rationalisation for not
responding but Increases
internal stresses arising from

*=Standard verbal counselling only

feelings of being unappreciated,
unrecognised and devalued ~y

the system (T'agar 1999, 256).
power (3.5); personal esteem

changes in this study may

(3.4); emotional availabtl ity to
clients (3.4); sense of control

represent the lower end within
the' range of possibilities and

over your work (3.0); and

may well have be higher with a

Intervention: Taking
responsibility for one's
personal sp~ce

p'hvsical energy (2.6)...

more experienced practitioner..

The victimisation disposition is

It is significant to note that in
the two sessions discarded from
the sample because no
phtlopb.onertcs counselling tools
were used, the level of rating
increment increases in both
cases was only 1.5, well below
the 3.6 average of the sessions
using no n-verbal philopho,netics
interventions. In addition there
were several items that actually
rated lower fol lowirrg the
conversational counselling
session-this never occurred-lri
post philo phonetics sessions.
The conversational counselling session's improvements
rated substantially below the
rating of the philophonetics
session for 'the same nurseclient..'Libby arid Bee had a 6.5
and 3.9 rating improvement
respectively after the
phi 10phonetics intervention and
both scored only r.s after the
conversational interventfon~ In
contrast, nurse-clients whose
"counselling sessions Were based
on phtlopbonettcs, ratings were
closely aligned.
It is noted that the recorded

•

Underlying Stress Factors
and -Interventions
In this secrton, the emergent key

addressed in the conversational
counselling phase of the sesaio'n
by noting the need to demarcate
a personal space for which one

Inrern al stresses underlying the

agrees to 'accept responsibility, a

burnout experience are. derived

space which starts from one's

frorn analysis of the
phtlophonertcs counselling
intervention sessions.

own body and -all the
, experiences accessfble within it.
The cost to one's life and well

Philophonetics tools for

being of not changing is an .

addressing these processes are

effective motivator to inspire

indicated with case material

nurse-cltents to change.

drawn from participant's
sessions. Five key internal stress

Sandie worked with this issue.
She felt unappreciated at work

processes are identified:

and had lost confidence in the

victimisation; disorientation;

hierarchy and a system that she

loss of personal power and

described as belligerent. Sandie

control; lack of tnrerpersonal

had to survive the best way she

boundaries; and disconnection

could. She felt the' system had

from one's inner being-and

lost its real values of service and

internal resources.

she was forced into a marginal
position that compromised her

Victimisation

sense of self-worth and doing a

Victimisation is the pattern of

good job. As a consequence her

assuming a position of

communication in the workplace

inferiority and -dis-ernpowerrnerrt

was often reactive and critical of

in the face of perceived superior

the system'.' Her wish was to

and adverse external powers-

communicate her needs more

usually other people, but often

effectively.

management within the hospital
system. Vtcrtmtsatton serves as a

The Al<stTalian JouTnal of Holistic'NuTSing
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beholding h~r self at the
stressful situations trying to
communicate at work, Sandie
uncovered deep feeltrigs. of her
'put down' undervalued self.
The loudest voice within her
was her own judge telling her
that. she was not good enough.
The non-verbal phase included
a Pt'cceae 'called the compassion

triangle where she came to see
ber victimised judged self from
the points of view ofboth her
internalised judge and the
opposite voice within her that
could express compassion for
her condition. Work trtilts irrg
sound and gesture was
undertaken to strengthen ·her
"corn.passiorrate voice towards
herself and to dis-empower the
judge voice.
As a consequence of the work
completed during this session,
Sandie reported that she
experienced herself as less
critical of her colleagues and the
system, and less defensive. She
remarked parrtcularlv.on the
body gestures that gave her a
verv strong. experience of the
different. aspects of herself. She
. could now choose to be a

Disorientation

Tagar

order to achieve that new
perspective, a moment in one's

One of the deepest causes. for

experience can be brought

stress is the loss of confidence
in being able to take charge of
one's life due to a disorientation
in regards to the forces
impacting on it from within and

forward in the bodily memory,
reactivated in the resonance of
the self:..sensi~g capacity in the
body, and brought into
expression in gesture. Physically

from wirh.out; The noise of

identifying to the extreme with a

various contradictory Internal

complete bodily gesture of this

voices fills the mind and
emotional space, each claiming
in turn to express the 'real self
and creating confusion.

y.h ...dq.

The

first

condition takes the client In.to
the experience. T4e client can
then consciously step out of the
gesture, and as an observer,
describe the various aspects of

'Bee ,Jinto~ered a
st'r:0ng vision she
hell], 1o,r;. herselfjr(
·nufsing'[illed.;,ij)ith,
·~nth'usiasrric:ina',· .
. /; /rJ.dia:fL~e.'
/.
'>,
/,;,'./.. . .-

i'/

. '( ...).+,

-".:"c':'

/,,:

t~at. situation.

Thi? sequence,
enter-extr-behold, enables the

client to capture the trauma
without flooding or dtstanctrig,
therefore' allowing a clear
perspective to be developed

(Sherwood, 2001, 21).
Bee chose to explore the issue
of low motivatlon at work. She
was dis orientated: her work
relattonshtp.was under control

acute need is to' get perspectiveto be oriented within the
dynamics of one's own psyche.

but. she wished she could be
more motivated as-her current
level of motivation was not very
satisfying. Through enrer-extrbehold sequertces moving in

Intervention: Exploration
sequences

Bee finally uncovered a strong
vision she held for herself in

through the layers of her heart,

victim, or the judge, or choose

The first task of the action phase

to be the compassionate
.understanding one. She felt

of philo phonetics counselling is

rru rai ng which was filled with

the creation of a new perspective

enthusiasm and radiance. She

more confident in her ability to

ofthe client's experience. This

delighted in the gesture, felt

access this compassionate part

is done with the use of

renewed by it, and stood on a

of herself of which she was

expjorc.ncn sequences, leading to

chair with her arms wid~ open

previously u naware, It became a

o~ientation towards the issue.

to illustrate the depth and

new resource to help her accept

Based on the assumption that

breadth of the radiance of this

the limitations of her workplace

various aspects of oneself are

position. She commented that
she felt empowered by the

and her own performance

clamouring at the same time

without having to condemn

within the same body, resulttng

session and the vision of her

herself as a failure or take the

in the loss of orientation'

potential, and that she could

powerless position' of a victim of

regarding one's own experience,

hold and use this to motivate

the system's inadequacies.

a new perspective is required in

her self in her future

Sandie reported on overall

order to re~ain orientation. The

professional development. Bee.

i mprovernerrt on the '11 stress

stress event must be observed

reported an overall. improvement

Irid icato rs of 3.4 after this

from a fresh, previously

of 3.9 on h~r stress rating.

session.

inaccessible point of view. hi

Loss of personal power and
control

in sound and gesture, leading to

of creating a strong boundary to

the stirring of the internal,

keep the force out using 'dddd'

Power issues are defined as the

previously suppressed natural

and establishing a guard to hold

experience that 'other people's

reacnon against it. That natural

her space. Angie saw the

energy, agenda .or will is

response is practiced until the

boundary maintenance work as

overpowering my -personal

client feels able to confront the

very effective in giving her

space, depriving me of being

initial force without a reaction.

insight into the size of her

fully present in my own life.

Sherwood and Tagar (2000b,
45A6) document this

she could keep outside of it..

because the fight; or flight

empowerment process in detail

Angie recorded an overall

defences are not sustainable.

in the case study of the nurse-

improvement in managing stress

The d is-ernpowerrnen t

client Mary.

of 3.7.

This is a major source of stress

Arigte'e wish was to maintain

experience could arise either
from an interpersonal reality or

her boundaries in face of all. the

from a projected internal reality,

demands in the work place. She

and It carr be impossible to

entered into the experience of

personal space and the pressures

Lack of interpersonal
boundaries
Personal space boundaries are

differentiate. Loss of personal

more that concepts and

power and control is where

theories-they are real bc dtlv

there is ,a need to explore the

dts-em.powerrnerrt experience in
order to find the source of the
threat to one's personal power.
In this study the experiences
reported were subjective, the
.main factor being the relative
strength of presence of others
wichfn the nurse-cltenr' s

'personal space is
like d second skin
that;energetically.
Pr6tects us from .
··theih't!asion of .
. o~her people's
., .energres
.'- --

personal space.

.!.'-:,-.:~'

-- ,

dynamics on the subtle,
energetic level, invisible to the
eye a~d only vtsfble through
their externally expressed
symptoms. The boundary of
personal s pace is like a second
skin that energetically prorecrs
us from rhe invasion of other
peoples' energies, just as our
first skin protects us from our
physical surroundings. Stress is

. Intervention: Empowennent
sequences
Unblocking is the major

bo~ the cause and result of the

her heavy work demands
through the -tension in her

erosion of the boundary of
personal space. Biography plays

sequence used to address

shoulders. She saw herself with

a great c-ole in, the development

dtsern powerrnerrt. This sequence

a heavy load of bricks on her

or the depletion of personal

helps the nurse-cltenr develop a

shoulders and had difficulty 'in

clear picture of the. internal

moving. The force was

dynamic that has resulted in the

squeezing the life out of her.

dtsempowerrnenr exp~rience.

She found a sound for the force

Unblocking also enables the

'aahhhh'. She described it and

rurrse-cl ierrt to develop. the

gestured it as wringing the life

character, gesture, shape and

out of her. In: order to unblock

sound of the invading/

this force she had to enter into

pressuring power and to

the position and suffer the

boundaries. Negative voices
from exterrral people and from
the internal echoes of past
relationships can erode the
boundaries from both stdes.vIn
the psyche, the effect of eroded
boundary is comparable to the
effect the erosion of the physical
skin. This is a major stress factor.

discover the internal posture 6f

sound (as applied by the

Intervention: The r e-creatiiorv

the receiving end of that

therapist) until she had had

of personal boundaries

invasion-the effect of the

enough and could stop it with a

invading force. on one's own

counter sound and gesture. This

vulnerable part.

process repeated until she could

Urrblocktrig consists of re-

'do so confidently and quickly.

playirrg the dynamics of invasion

This was followed by a sequence

Following empowerment
sequences, the re-creatio n of
personal boundaries begin with
the creation of the Guard, a
sequence- to protect the

•
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vulnerable. Inner part in need of

needs. At the end of the

protection, and to obstruct

counselling session May

Intervention: Rescso-cefulness
sequences

external threats. ,A guarding

reported an average of 2'.7

Phtlophonerics counselltrig

sound is.usually d iscoveredc-a

improvement across the 11
items measuring b~rnout. Three

. addresses the disconnection

kindof mantra for self
protection. A guard barrier may

weeks later, she reported that she

range of sequences .which

also be constructed through

had successfully spoken up for

replentsh and call forth inner

visualisation. The guard is very

her needs in her workplace and

strength. The underlying

effective for overcoming

was feeling significantly less stress.

assumption is that i-ri the depth

Disconnection from one's
inne~ being and from one's
internal resources

of needing something 'real',

Extreme stress could 'constitute a

available externally. The client is
encouraged to confror:t the

defensive pattern's .both at home
and in the workplace and is a
philophon_etics sequence.
intended to complererhe
.em powerrnerrt process. When

from innerresources with a

there lies the beginning of a
connection to the internal
resource of that which is not

clients have cleared the

threshold experience. The

experience of invasions and re-

client's ability to live on the

depth of the need. The p ro-

established personal space, an

basis of a.Hrrrited connection to

a~tive use of the client's

outer layer of protection. is still

visualisation results in the

requtred. The client develops
the image, .colour and or sound
of the guard from their own
imaginative resources.
May wished to speak up for
her needs _in the workplace as
she felt overburdened bv.cartrrg
for others and picking up the
pieces of unfinished work. She
felt a gur-wrenchtrig spasm every

'shefeli.:
oveib;urden-ed by
caj:lhg,,1or 'others:
and picking up the :
" .pietesQf
unfi;nishedwork/
/"

,-- •

J,'-

."

-

../.

construction of new, self-created
experien~es not ltmtted to one's

p~st., An invocati~n involves
imaginatively calling orr.the

archetype of the missing quality
and forging a link with it. This
is 'the birthing point of th~
internal connection to u n ivers al,
collective archetypes.
In pb.Hopb.on.etics counselling

time she tried to speak up. She

these emerging new archetypes

was exhausted. Through an

one's internal resources may

orientation sequence to help her

reach its limit. When the given

and missing, imagined qualities
are manifested' through

'g~in

insight into her problem,
May observed an ugly black

demand is unchangeable, and

visualisation, movement,

the given stamina is not up' to it,

sensation 'and sounds. They

creature lying allover her heart

a threshold is presented".It often

and suffocating her. It was very

comes through the realisation

become a newly sensed
experience. The client is given

sad and Was trying to protect

that something is missing. There

the opportunity to 'become'

her.' May went through ~ process

may not be enough strength,

these qualities and archetypes, to

of giving herself love until the

clarity, love, acceptance, courage,

connect in expression to the

black creature in her heart

warmth, enthusiasm, meaning,

deepest sources in oneself, and

became red and vibrant. She

purpose, confidence, energy,

to practice new roles of

then spoke up for herself,

sensuality, freedom, creativity,

selfhood. This is the sequence of

faltering at fir-st; but finally

intimacy, or some other quality

resourcefulness, that cultivates

expressing her needs with

of one's higher, broader

inner strength (Tagar 1999:

264).

strength. May experienced that

potential. This experience can

she could speak out and feel

be an opportunity to develop

loved. It was in:portant for May
to create 'a guard to protect her

deeper connection to one's
inner resources. These are times

resources. Through the

new found and still vulnerable

when people can: take decisive

heaviness of her arms Libby
entered in to. her workplace

hear-t space. She needed to keep

action to activate, access and

out the voices' that said she had

develop thei~ next step tow~rds

no right to speak up for her

fulftlltng their higher potential.'

The

Libby's wish was to switch off
after work and renew her

exhaustion. She sensed she

Australian }ou,rn'al

0/

Holistic N u r S i n g .

Sherwood P, Tagar Y 2000b "Self

needed the quality of lightness

considerable increase in·

to combat the heaviness.

management of nurses'

care tools for creating resistance to

Through a Resourcing sequence,

workplace srresses could occur

burnout: A case study in

Libby visualised and welcomed
this quality within every part

of

herself until she felt infused and

. through individual and group
training programs using
interventions such as

energised with light. Libby had

philophonetics. Such. tools could

recognised her usual process of

also bear fruitful results for

going from lightness to

other.health professionals

becoming totally exhausted and

including intern doctors ~nd

drained through work, and
consequently learned to
in~ervene in

this process with
vtsualtstng and sounding tools·

human service workers facing
. airntlar mentally, emononallv
and phvstcally demariclirrg work
environments.

before reaching the bottom of

philophonetics counselltrig' The

Australian Journal of Holistic
Nursing 7(2): 45A?
Steiner R 1981 Man as a being of

sense & perception Canada:
Steiner Book Centre.
Steiner R 1999 A Psychology

of body,

soul arid spirit;New. York.
Anthroposophical Press;
Tagar Y 1999 'The use of n6n~

verbal expression in: stress
management with ph ll oph o netlcs
counselling' in Gawler led.

her exhaustion. Libby reported

Medicine of the mind Melbourne:

an average improvement of 6.5

The Gawler Foundation, 246~266.

as a consequence of this session.

Conclusion
As 3:. result of the philo phonetics
counselling fnterverrtiorrs all
nurse-clients reported
improvements in their
management ofthe 11 items
underlying stress. They also
confirmed improvements in.
their ability to manage
previously identified stress when
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